Royal Ambassador Ministry Leader Job Description
Royal Ambassadors is an organization that exists to involve boys and their leaders in the
spiritual process of developing an “on-mission” lifestyle. Royal Ambassadors utilizes activities
designed to help children learn about missions and how they can be personally involved in
practical missions experiences.

Accountability:
The Royal Ambassador ministry leader works with other RA leaders in cooperation with
the children’s ministry of the church and is ultimately responsible to Jesus Christ.

Length of Service:
This position requires a yearly commitment. Developing an effective Royal Ambassadors
organization requires several years of continuity within the church. During your length
of service, we recommend that you prayerfully identify someone who will assist you and
allow you to mentor him.

Desired Characteristics:
•

Has a personal relationship with Jesus Christ and serves as an ambassador for
Christ

•

Understands the characteristics of boys and their needs

•

Understands the characteristics of leaders and encourages their leadership

•

Possesses a genuine concern for others and enjoys working with them

•

Emotionally mature and emotionally stable

•

Available and approachable by the leaders and boys

•

Physically able to participate in activities with leaders and boys

•

Desires to increase personal knowledge through training opportunities

Responsibilities:
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•

Register the RA chapter each year at www.royalambassadors.org

•

Become familiar with the Royal Ambassador organization and resources available

•

Provide resources and orientation for other leaders

•

Work with leaders in developing and expanding the Royal Ambassadors
organization

•

Work with Baptist Men On Mission and Challengers to coordinate Gathering,
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Grouping, and Growing (3-G) activities
•

Contact the associational director of missions and represent your church at any
associational RA meetings

Benefits and Resources:
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•

This is a volunteer position and no financial compensation for services is provided.
There are a number of benefits that come with serving as a leader. One is helping
to shape the future of another individual.

•

The greatest resource we have to accomplish the task of mission education and
missions involvement is prayer. Jesus, our Teacher and Comforter, will meet our
needs if we seek His guidance by faith through prayer.
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